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COMMANDER-IN-COMMERCE
America’s new leader presents a challenging forecast for ﬁnancial advisers.
By Courtney H. Diener-Stokes
Reading Eagle correspondent

D

onald Trump’s election as president shocked millions of people,

Dollar at ﬁve-month high

The Trump effect
Since Nov. 9, President-elect
Donald Trump has created a
feeling of conﬁdence in the stock
market, which set a record.
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including investors. At ﬁrst the
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markets were down, then up. So, what does
it mean for your portfolio and your ﬁnancial
future? Those are the questions we put to sev-
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eral Berks County ﬁnancial experts.

“Promises are
promises, especially
election promises,
and actual results
are actual results.”
Paul L. Marrella, co-founder of Marrella
Financial Group LLC, Spring Township.

The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index,
which tracks the U.S. currency
against 10 trading partners, is
recording a ﬁve-month high. The
lowest this year: 92.63 on May 2.
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Financial Group LLC in Spring Township, said
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future is ﬁlled with uncertainit’s too early to tell how a Trump presidency
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ty, and it remains to be seen to
will impact investments.
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what extent certain programs
“Promises are promises, especially election
will be instituted that were
promises, and actual results are actual results,”
Shaky assumptions
maybe spoken about during
Marrella said.
Marrella suggested taking a look back hisThomas W. Weik, president the election campaign.”
Predictions that impacted
torically.
and chief investment officer of
“This isn’t the ﬁrst election that hasn’t gone Weik Investment Services Inc., market actions were evidenced in market performance
the way people expected,” he said. “At the end Wyomissing, said that too ofas it was becoming clear that
of the day, trying to do something different
ten people attempt to predict
Trump was being elected.
because there is a new administration, I don’t who will become president
“The stock market fell 800
know if there is proof that you have been right and make market actions
points, and then it had an inin the way you have changed things. That is
based on these premises.
credible recovery
why we think it’s important to diversify.”
[ >>> 12 ]
“Also, people too often —

“People too often — once they see who is elected — take actions
based on assumptions they make that will happen in the future.
Of course, we know the future is ﬁlled with uncertainty.”
Thomas W. Weik, president and chief investment officer of Weik Investment Services Inc., Wyomissing
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[ 10 >>> ] and has rallied since
then,” Weik said. “Certain segments of the market are performing particularly well and
certain ones are lagging in large
part because of assumptions
people are making.”
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Strip emotion out
Conor Delaney, CEO of Good
Life Financial Group in Spring
Township, said the media play
a role in reactions. When you
strip the emotion out of the
equation, a clearer picture
emerges for investors.
“Leading up to the election,
all of the media outlets and
investment bankers, everyone
said if Trump wins, the global
markets will collapse,” Delaney
said. “At the end of the day, everyone was saying that Trump
is good for business: He is going to end the red tape. That is
good for business.”
Marrella discussed Trump’s
stance from an investment and
economic standpoint, based on
what he discussed during the
campaign, and how that may
have an impact on investors
down the road.
“Based on what he has said, he
is a pro-growth person,” Marrella said. “He wants to emphasize growth in the economy;
that is one of his goals.”
And that, he said, could help
people from a lot of angles.
“If, in fact, he can get the economy growing, that should equate
to more tax revenue,” Marrella said. “That growth should
equate to better earnings. The
better a company’s earnings are,
typically the more employment
there. Hopefully that means
better investment performance,
whether that be from your own
portfolio, your pension or 401(k),
or whatever it could be.
“On the ﬂip side, there is the
potential protectionist activities, which could potentially be
anti-growth.”

Marrella Financial
Group LLC
Location: 1250 Broadcasting
Road, Suite 102, Spring Township
Phone: 610-655-9700
Website: marrella.com

Weik Investment
Services Inc.
Location: 1075 Berkshire Blvd.,
Wyomissing
Phone: 610-376-2240
Website: www.weikinvest.com
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“At the end of the day, everyone was saying that
Trump is good for business: He is going to end
the red tape. That is good for business.”

Good Life Financial
Group
Location: 30 Commerce Drive,
Spring Township
Phone: 610-898-6927
Website: www.goodlifefg.com

Conor Delaney, CEO, Good Life Financial Group, Spring Township

mands become cost-prohibitive
make less mistakes when you go 401(k)s, and they should be
looking at their overall investfor a small to midsize business
that route. We don’t advise climent objectives and their
to absorb, and so oftentimes
ents to try to time the market.”
tolerance for risk, and then pro- that has a direct impact on emIn the event Social Security
ceeding like usual,” he said.
ployment, growth and expanis impacted by a Trump-Mike
sion,” she said.
Pence administration, such
Local effect?
The Chamber is taking a waitas the potential for privatizaand-see approach as to what a
tion, Delaney discussed how
Karen Marsdale, president
Trump administration might
that factor has the potential to
and CEO of the Greater Readmean to local business. But reimpact the job that ﬁnancial
ing Chamber of Commerce
gardless of the outcome, Marsinvestors do.
& Industry, discussed how a
dale said, the Chamber feels
“It’s tough for us, because as
Trump administration might
positioned to be the resource
ﬁnancial planners, the Social Se- impact local business.
for Berks’ businesses regardless
curity piece is a very important
“Historically, the Chamber
of size, industry or sector.
income source,” Delaney said.
has always looked at — and we
“We have a very strong, robust
“The idea that could change
still continue, very aggressively,
organization that is really wellmakes that job a little bit harder.” from our advocacy departpositioned to bring about more
Given that the future is unment to take a look at — a proeconomic growth at a faster
known, Weik suggests taking
business agenda, regardless of
pace in Berks County,” she said.
this approach for long-term
whether we are talking from a
Regardless of Chamber meminvestors:
state or federal level,” Marsbers’ differences regarding party
“The thing would be to look
dale said. “What that means
affiliations, Marsdale thinks evfor stocks that have declined
to Chamber members is the
based on the election, and look ability to get things done with- eryone can agree on one thing.
“Economic growth and vifor bargains,” he said. “We are
out overreach that sometimes
brancy in our community, since
looking for bargains, but we are comes about with unintended
we have a very diverse comnot making any radical or agconsequences of regulations
munity we need to celebrate,
gressive moves.”
that do impact business.”
is most important to Berks
Otherwise, Weik suggests
Marsdale said small to midPlan on ‘what is’
County,” she said. ■
proceeding as usual.
size businesses, in particular,
“People should simply be
can be affected.
Regardless of how things play
Contact Courtney H. Diener-Stokes:
doing basic investing in their
“Sometimes regulatory deout over time, once Trump’s
money@readingeagle.com.
presidency is underway when
he takes the oath of office on
Jan. 20, Marrella said their ap“Historically, the chamber has always looked at — and we still
proach at Marrella Financial
continue, very aggressively, from our advocacy department
Group is to plan on “what is”
versus planning on what “might
to take a look at — a pro-business agenda, regardless of
be.”
He said, “Our advice is to diwhether we are talking from a state or federal level.”
versify portfolios and rebalance
Karen Marsdale, president and CEO, the Greater Reading
them. That doesn’t guarantee
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
you results, but the hope is you

